“Bringing Nature to Cities - Integrating Biodiversity and Climate Considerations into Land Use and Ecological Planning"
Which city?
(NBSAPs) National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans:

“Biodiversity friendly city design” and “holistic landscape management practices

Ecological planning of cities & Urban Ecology?
Design with Nature Now?

City?
Bringing “Nature” to Cities?

- Nature as a victim
- Nature as not the city (Not culture)
- Nature as superficial panacea for the (rich) city
HOW TO GREEN (WASH) A CITY

NOT ALL GREEN SPACE IS GOOD (10%)
WHERE DOES ALL THE MONEY COME FROM, AND WHAT IS ITS ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT?
WHERE DOES THE ENERGY, FOOD AND WATER COME FROM AND WHERE DOES THE WASTE GO?
URBAN METABOLISM = INVISIBILITIES
370 NYC
Nature Based Solutions

Landscape experiments

Mega-eco Projects
“Integrating Biodiversity and Climate Considerations into Land Use and Ecological Planning”